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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 1968 HOMECOMING ROYALTY:Queen Mary
Jo Beaumont and her court grace the Grand Staircase of the Olympic
Hotel. The Homecoming Dance, "To Dream the Impossible Dream,"
will be Sunday night at the Olympic. From the top of the staircase

«"

«"»""

No.25

are princesses: Gayle Tallo and Barb Champoux, juniors; Cathy Cane,
senior; Queen Mary Jo; Dicki Donohue and Sue Sivier, sophomores;
Gail Sheppard and Lee Ann Mudd, freshmen. Insert at left is senior
—Spectator photo by Emmett Lane
princess MegRankin.

Carnival night is scheduled to begin at 9 p.m. in the Ballroom and the City Zu will play in the Spanish Ballroom. Stude.it chairman is John Rassier.
"Spirit of '76" will be the rallying call for Chief tonight. Club displays and exhibits will be one
11
will
be
at
goldfish-swallowing
Finals
in
the
display.
Monday is the President's holiday; classes will be
fun this weekend. The thirty-third annual p.m. tonight in the Chieftain.
dismissed.
Homecoming of S.U- is officially underway.
The alumni have scheduled their awards luncheon
Activities have been coordinated for the
TONIGHT THE alumni will be rallying to the music for Saturday, April 20, in the Campion Tower dining
alumni returning to the University and for of Burke Garrettand his orchestra and the Joseph Spano room. Alumni Homecoming general chairman is James
a.m. in the San Juan and Hughes, graduate of 1950 and a Seattle public relations
students in the mood to celebrate. Yet to combo from 9:30 p.m.-l:30 Center.
Seniors are invited executive.
Rooms
at
Seattle
Olympic
goldfishcome are varied events from tonight's
to attend the Alumni dance.
swallowing contest to Monday's president's holiday.
TODAY
Tomorrow night at 8 p.m. the S.U. Chieftains will
The culmination of the week's events will be the
6:00 p.m.
nationally ranked University of Utah in the "Spirit of '76" College Night
meet
the
nursing
senior
stuBeaumont,
Mary
of
Jo
coronation
game
Homecoming
basketball
at
the
Seattle
Center
ColiAlumni Dance, SanJuan room,
dent, as the 1968 Homecoming Queen Sunday night in
seum. The basketball teams of 1948 and 1958 will be
9:30 p.m.
the Grand Ballroom of the Olympic Hotel. Governor honored
Seattle Center
during half-time.
Daniel Evans will crown Mary Jo.
A victory dance will follow in the San Juan Room of
TOMORROW
The rallying cries tonight will be for a trumpet
Seattle Center. The Rum Runners will play. Two of the Homecoming game
8:00 p.m.
player, beard growers and goldfish swallowers.
players,Dennis Coldirola and BillDrew, are S.U. sopho9:30 pm.
dance
"SPIRIT OF '76" College Night will feature jazz more. Admission is 50 cents or a Homecoming button. Victory
9:30 p.m.
trumpeter Hugh Masekela at 7:30 p.m. in Campion A post function of the game will be at the Tivoli Gar- Grad. Club Party
by
S.U.
den,
sponsored
Seattle
Center.
The
event
is
the
p.m.
light
the A Phi O bonfire at 6
Tower. Mary Jo will
SUNDAY
at Catholic Memorial Field. Gold fish preliminaries will Graduates club.
9:30 p.m.
Homecoming Dance
follow at 6:15.
Impossible
Dream,"
theme
of
the
DREAM
the
jockey,
judge
the
beard
"TO
Roberts,
Lan
KJR disc
will
MONDAY
dance, is scheduled from 9 p.m.-l a.m. at the Olympic.
No Classes
Holiday
President's
play
the
Grand
in
Dave Porter and his orchestra will
show in Campion Tower.
By
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Senate Votes 9-6:

Election Code Fails to Pass

KERRY WEBSTER
The new ASSU Election Code
failed by one vote to gain the
two-thirds majority necessary
for approval by the student senate Sunday night.
The vote was nine to six, with
one abstention.
The dissident majority was
composed mainly of freshmen.
They objected to a clause outlining the five senate seats held
by each class as separate offices, to be filed for individually.
They favored a system suggested by freshman senator
Louise Pendar, in which the
senators would run in a bloc,
and the top five would be electBy

ed.

THIS, SHE SAID, wouldeliminate the present situations in
which some "less worthy" senators are elected because they
filed for a position for which
there was little or no opposition.
Senator Pendar was reminded
by several other senators that
the change she had in mind
would have to be made by constitutional amendment, not
merely by changing the Election Code.
When the roll was taken, Sen.
Pendar was joined in her negative vote by senators Fisher,

Reese, Davis, Johnson, and Nelson. Voting for the code were
Senators Mcßride, Bader,
Perry, Cox, Smith, Mills, McDermott, McKnight, and Grein-

er. Sen. Bob Pigott abstained.
In an earlier dispute over the
eligibility of transfer students

for office, the senators spent a
lengthy recess unraveling the
tangle of credit-hours required
to be spent at S.U.
It was finally decided that
candidates for office, except
freshman, should have spent the
last two consequtive quarters
at the University.
ASSU Second vice-president
Pat Layman appeared briefly
before the body, explaining that
he was asking that a bill which
would allott $300 for the Watts
Writers Workshop performance
here be temporarily postponed,

Educa- over a
Cost of
tion" or "How to Go to College cent.
Fr. William Codd, S.J., proEven Though Broke" will be the
topic of a panel discussion Sun- fessor of education and counselday, 2:30 p.m., at A. A. Lemieux or for the local chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, will chair the disLibrary.
Panel members Mr. Ronald cussion.
Peterson, admissions director:

ships committee chairman; Michael Dolan, financial aids director; Mrs. Alfred Small and
Thomas Tangney, two S.U.
alumni, will discuss the accelerating cost of tuition, rising at
schools like Seattle University

OFFICIAL NOTICE
Monday, January 29, 1968,
is President's Day and will
be a holiday. Classes will resume Tuesday, January 30,
1968.
Edmund Morton, S.J.

students.
Sen. Theresa Mcßride disagreed, saying that the senate
could not presume to represent
the students in the political
arena. She asked if the resolution was intended more to censure the Spectator than endorse
O'Donnell.
SEN. PAUL Bader supported
the measure, calling it an "ex-

cellent resolution."
"The point is," he said, "that
Dan O'Donnell is a student who
has brought honor and credit to
this university."

double agents?
No...but
ot\
they know w.. 1
J1
a lot about
security.
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They're Provident Mutual's
Big Men on Campus.
In 15 minutes either of them
can show you why it's
important to plan now for
future security and how
to go about it.
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The right kind of lifeinsurance
is a very important part of
your financial future. These
fellow students will show you a plan specifically
designed for college men and women.

—

For complete information on the advantages of
getting a head start and our special program
stop by or telephonetoday.

808 PIGOTT
EA 2-6769
JOHN ROGERS
EA 4-7792
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_«■ LIFE
MUTUAI
COMPANY

OP PHILADELPHIA

fish;

some hair.

show
Swallow some
— Spectator
photos by Larry O'Leary and Don Conrard

IN THE SPIRIT OF 76
We Welcome S.U. Alumni

U
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& Students

Collegiate Barber Shop
DEL AND NELI
APPOINTMENTS

EAST 2-9891

lONES

NORTHWEST MEDICAL CENTER
SUITE 202
1001 BROADWAY

-

PRIZES FOR I X KEY RAFFLE

Are these men

INBURANCI

.

"The Spectator," he continuntil the financial responsibility ued, "is certainly entitled^-exfor bringing the troupe here is cept in its so-called reporting—
settled. The Workshop, he ex- to its own editorial opinion; but
plained, is a collection of Negro it's silly that this body should
writers who present plays and not also have it's opinion
dramatic readings drawn from heard."
their own ghetto experiences.
In other action, the senators
They are tentitavely scheduled approved the revised constituto appear at S.U. on Feb. 10.
tion of the Student Involvement
A resolution submitted by League, approved the winter
Sen. Bob Piggott calling for quarter activities calendar, and
"endorsement" of Dan O'Don- re-chartered six clubs.
nell's appointment as a state
representative was passed, 11-5.

'High Cost of Education'
Sunday
Scheduled
Talk
20-year period by 283 per
"High
Higher

Mr. WilliamMcLelland, scholar-

Sen. Piggott said the resolution was necessary because "a
derogatory Spectator editorial
may be construed as representing the majority opinion
of students at Seattle University." Pigott said the senate was
the "true representative" of the

—

Ist Prize:
1 Bid (package deal)
I Tuxedo by Brocklind's
I Dinner for two at the Golden Lion
I Hair Styling by Nordstrom's Best
1 Corsage by P. J. Case
2 Tickets to "Gone With The Wind"
Free Parking Downtown
2nd Prize:
I Dinner at anyone of the Clark's Restaurants
I Tuxedo by Brocklind's
I Corsage by P. J. Case
1 Hair Styling by Nordstrom's Best
2 Tickets to "Gone With The Wind"
Free Parking Downtown
3rd Prize:
I Tuxedo by Brocklind's
I Corsage by P. J. Case
I Dinner at Victor's 610
I Hair Styling by Nordstrom's Best
Free Parking Downtown
4th Prize:
1 Dinner for Two at Trader Vie's
sth Prize:
2 Tickets to Seattle Totems
1 Suit Cleaning by 5 Point Cleaners
6th Prize:
5 Record Albums from Capitol T.V. Sales & Service
7th Prize:
2 Tickets to "Gone With The Wind"

_____

remaining priies at
Keys can be obtained from ony I.K. for $.50 a piece. If there are any
11:00 P.M., Jan. 26, 1968, they will be <nictlon«d_to the highest bidder.
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Faculty Senate Passes Sophomore Chosen
'Boor Boy' Resolution New Co-ordinator

Computer

Goofs'
Honor Roll

By DENISE GARETY
Mike Daniels, 19, a sophomore from Los Angeles, was
appointed Election Board Cordinator Mondayby Tom Hamilton
and Larry Inman. Daniels will
replace Leon Mahoney who vacated the position last quarter.
Daniels, an I.K. majoring in
Marketing, will be in charge of
the election board and will handle the technical end of elections. This includes operating
the voting machines, counting
ballots, advising the senate on
election issues and coordinating
of people running for office.
"A MORE ACTIVE and more
responsible election board" is
one of Daniels' primary con-

The Fall quarter honor roll isued earlier this quarter by the
egistrar's office was incom-

I

lete.

Due to a malfunction in the
computer the following names
id not appear on the original
onor roll.
Michaela Cassidy, Christopher
how, Veronica Fabico, Pam
Fallen, Kathleen Feeney, Kathleen Flaherty, Diana Fogelberg,
Bob Gilligan, Margaret Good,
Gail Harris, Julie Hazelton.
Linda Hayes, Jeff Johnson
Victoria Hill, Margaret Kleffner,
Dennis Lam, Yvonne Lancaster,
Jerry Lavell, Janet Marshall,
Dan Mcllwain, Mike Metcalf,
Jim Miller, Cheryle O'Connor
and Nancy Pool.
Sara Purcell, Ivan Quittenden, Jane Reardon, Georgia
Rick, Linda Rodriguez, John
Sammons, Gail Sheppard, Karen Singers, Barbara Smith, Sally
Smith, Sharon Smith and The-

resa Smith.

John Sollom, Don Soltero,
Mike Soltero, Paul Spiker, Dan
Stautz, Patricia Steer, Ann StiegPaul Sutlovich and Barb

|:z,

Tamai Sumio, Mike Tardif,
:arr Tavenner and Don Taylor.
Kathleen Tolliver, Virginia
mek, John Van Doren, Marime Wagner, Gregg Wishkoski,
ac Wolney and James Zedric.
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Students may apply through
Feb. 3. Requirements are: suitable work experience,preferably
in fire control; top physical
condition; good eyesight and
hearing; age between18-28 years
old, weight 130-190 lbs., and
height 55"-63".
The U.S. Forest Service has
jobs available this summer in
SnoqualmieNationalForest.Application date is April 15.
Jobs open are forest worker,
laborer, forestry aide, fire con-
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"I'm inviting you to
come in and give us
a chance to show
you the finest service and biggest
smile in town."

m
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2a.m.
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Cherr
Call: EA 2-4428

] 2th

trol, lookout and engineeringor
surveying aid. Beginning pay is
$1.98 per hour on a 40-hour
week.
Application forms and addi-

tional information are available

from Mrs. Bruce Watson, student placement office, Bookstore Building, Room 110.

production of Marat/Sade, Mr.
William Dore, director of the
play, announced Wednesday.
A drummer, flutist, harmonium player and a guitarist have
already been obtained for the
unusual play, now in rehearsal
for opening Feb. 15.

Talk Slated
The last in a series of three
inter-faith lectures on ecumenism will be given at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the Library auditorium.
This final lecture, entitled
"Ecumenism and Vatican II,"
will be presented by Mr. Louis
Jeannot, a theology instructor.
Preceding lectures in the series were "A Jew Looks at Ecumenism" by Rabbi Arthur Jacobovitz, and "Modern Protestant
Theology" by the Rev. Charles
Jenner.

No Spec Wed.

j'^'w

Herb's Campus Shell
6

the ASSU office.

The Forest Service division of
the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
has 75 positions available for Trumpeter Needed
male students as smokejumpers
A trumpet player is still badin the Missoula, Montana, area
for summer beginning June 10. ly needed for the Teatro Inigo
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MIKE DANIELS

Daniels asked for the support
of all service sororities and fraternities during elections and
added that any students wishing
to help should contact him at

Official Notices

,^^>^St3r
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Mr. Robert Brook watches for the next spray from cerns.
Commentingon the new elecCampion Tower.
tion code, Daniels said he was
Last Friday The Spectator gard of their own responsibility strongly in favor of it.
HE ALSO released the tentapublished an article entitled as citizens and students."
Dr. J. Robert Larson, tive ASSU election schedule. Fil"Dormies Terrorize Area Faming for office willbeginFebruary
President of
inly. In respense to this article,
the Faculty Senate
20 and 21; primaries will be
the Faculty Senate passed the
February 27, and final voting,
following resolution on Monday:
February 26 and 27. These dates
"The Faculty Senate holds in
are only tentative, he emphahigh indignation the behavior of
sized,
a definite schedule
dormitory students which reMum's the word on flowers will beand
released
in the near fusults in the destruction of prop- this week. The traditional Spur ture.
erty, threat to life, safety and mum sale is currently under
dignity, and the intimidation of way. The California mums are
being sold for $1.25.
citizens.
They are on sale today from
"The Faculty Senate recogThe Immigration and Nationalni es the seriousness of the 10 a.m.-6 p.m. in Bellarmine; ity Act requires that aliens in the
Chief,
and
from
part
p.m.,
freedom
on
the
10
a.m.-3
claims of
U.S. on January 1 of each year
of students, but abhors behavior 5-7 p.m., Campion. They will shall report their address. This
which is inimical to responsible also be on sale Saturday morn- is required even though the alien
has not changed his address since
freedom and is a callous disre- ing in Bellarmine.
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across
ROM
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There will be no Spectator
next Wednesday, Monday is
the President's holiday and
classes are dismissed.
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A Northwest Releasing Event

ON STAGE

Center ARENA

SAT. 58* FEB. 3
8:30

P.M.

IN PERSON!
An Evening With

JUDY
COLLINS
—
PRICES:
$2.00—2.75—3.50

4.00

TICKETS NOW
" AT:

"

*

BON MARCHE storei
Walters Studio
Bell, Book
c Farmer Music
Candle
c Shoreline Music eKasper's in Auburn.
payab'e
10
MAIL ORDERS- Make check
BON MARCHE TICKET OFFICE, 3rd and
Pine, Seattle 98111. Please enclose stamped self-addressed envelope and add 25c
fof handling.
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Grand Opening Saturday
lan. 27-Noon to 4:00 PN
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The bright new star on Capitol
Hill is Seattle-First National
Bank's all-new branch office at
the corner of Broadway andEast
Thomas. The premier is Saturday, January 27. You're invited
for a front row center showing!
Inside and out, this handsome
new bank is a stunning addition
to Capitol Hill's business district,

i

Spacious lobby, modern decor,
customer waiting area, and outside a pleasant landscaped mall,
Now, twice the convenience for
motor banking customers. Two
drive-in windows at the rear
along with expanded parking for

50 cars. (See map below.)—Easy
exit
access from 10th Aye. E.
East
Thomas.
onto

Attend our Open House, Jan. 27
from noon to 4:00 PM. Register to
win a color TV or one of two
portables. Free gifts andrefreshments for all. Music by Chuck
Mahaffey and his trio. Don't
miss it!
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Broadway

Win a color or
portable TV set!
Register at our Open House

avenue east
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SEATTLE FIRSTNATIONAL BANK

Corner Broadway and East Thomas

" Robert F. Logan, Manager
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Exciting Schedule Awaits Queen

Editorial

Watts Up?

shares with three other girls.
This is what Mary Jo considers
a good bargain because she
doesn't cook.

Who and what are the Watts writers?

talented Negroes who arose
from the rubble of the 1965 Watts district riot in Los
Angeles. These men act out, write about and propagandize the "black" mentality in AmericaTHE S«.U. student senate will consider giving this
group $300 to perform on campus in February. We
approve the allotment but begin to doubt the machinery
necessary to make the arrival of the Watts writers
They are a group of

MARY JO has been anticipatingHomecoming Week for some
time. "It's quite an experience.
I've never been anything like
Homecoming Queen," she explained. Her busy reign began
Wednesday night at the Lou
Rawls concert at the Seattle
Opera House. Friday she will
light the bonfire and attend the
goldfish swallowing contest traditionally held on College night.
Saturday she will be presented
with her princesses at the S.U.-

successful.

Since these writers grew from a culture alien to
many Americans and an environment in many senses
hostile to the white majority, their insights about the
colored predicament must be conveyed to everyone.
Even to thosein tolerant, complacent Seattle.
The initial moves to bring the Watts writers to S.U.
do not breed confidence that their engagement will be
seen by as many as possible.
THE FEBRUARY date scheduled for the writers
conflicted with a Chieftain basketball game, unbeknownst and unnoticed by the student planners until a
senator pointed out the fact. From what we understand,
this date has been changed.
If and when the senate passes the allotment, it will
be nearly February. Time to publicize the event will be
scarce.
Sufficient ballyhooing can make the event at least
a moderate success. (Only half the money may be lost.)
A University audience for the Watts writers does
exist and will show up if it is reached. Cultural or special events need not be financial failuresWE WOULD suggest that, on the current question
of whether the writers should conduct readings or
dramatize their works, the latter be arranged.
Drama stings and has audience appeal.

Happiness Is...
IS:

By PAULA LASCHOBER and JACKIE ORDRONNEAU
For a student in today's modern university, HAPPINESS

A teacher who knows who you are.
An early registration number.
Warm green beans on the dinner line.
A Political Science prof who discusses something more
than his war experiences.
Meeting someone you know in the 300-seat history lecture

room.

A T.A. who has taken the course he's assisting.
A PIZZA HOUSE that delivers until midnight.
Being able to read your Psych notes a day after you took

them.

A prof who is actually in during office hours.
An English book in which someone has written a good
analysis of the poetry.
A panty raid during final exam week.
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ROYALTY BACKSTAGE: Homecoming week has not
been just a red carpet for Mary Jo Beaumont. Exiting
from her nursing classes, the 1968 Homecoming Queen
begins her trip to Providence Hospital.
By MICAELA CASSIDY
DURING HER stay abroad

This year's Homecoming
Jo
Queen is the perky Mary
Beaumont, a 21-year-old nursing
major who presently claims Seattle as her home. The word
"presently" is apropos because
Mary Jo has lived in fourteen
different places. She has fourteen different sets of friends.
Her last residence was Geneva, Switzerland. Spending her
senior year of high school there
at the International School of
Geneva, Mary Jo studied under
a British headmaster to come
to college in the United States.
The school had three curricula:
one for those who planned to
come to the States, another for
those who wished to continue
their education in the United
Kingdom, and a third for
French students hoping to pass
the Baccalaureate.

she learned to "get by" in
French. The following year she
came to S.U. but returned to
Geneva during the summer and
the Christmas holidays. Her
family returned to the U.S. this

'
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dishes at the apartment she
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BRAKES

Front End Alignment

Special Student Rates
weisjtelas
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JEWE LERS

420 Pine
Henton

* Downtown
" Wejfwood

OPEN
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LettermanHospitalin San Francisco, where she hopes to acquire further experiencein psychiatric nursing.

Seattle
Soundings
By

DIANNE BYE

...

TUNE UP

/*"

second lieutenant. Her first
assignment request will be for

There seems to be a lotof exopMary Jo's most time-consum- citement about the recently
film,
ing interest is Providence Hos- ened Universal Artists'
pital. She spends two days a "The Persecution and Assassiweek from 7 a.m. until 3:30 nation of Jean-Paul Marat as
p.m. working on the floor. Oth- Performed by the Inmates of
under
er times she may be found on the Asylum of Charenton
campus attending nursing the- the Direction of the Marquis de
ory classes or she may be back Sade," now playing at the
Ridgemont.
at the hospital.
Impressions and opinions on
When asked of her hobbies
this
unusual movie range from
activities,
favorite
gave
and
she
outraged
shock to delighted relthe plaintive cry familiar to
condonement
ish
to
amused
many that there "isn't much
time," but she enjoys music, all and the diversityof criticism resuch a
sorts, and says she done some flects the impact that
crowds
witupon
the
film
has
skiing. She also washes the

Corner of Broadway & Madison
'-"■'

will attend.

She also compliments the Homecoming Committee on a job well
done. Mary Jo's two younger
sisters, Janet and Theresa, will
attend the formal dance on Sunday at the Olympic Hotel, as
will her mother.
After graduating in June,
Mary Jo will be in "boot camp"
at Fort Sam Houston, Texas,
beginning her two-year active
duty as an Army nurse. She was
commissioned in December as a

year.

Frank's Union Service
HmP^^hl

game.

hopes that everyone
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Homecoming

On Sunday evening, Governor
Dan Evans will crown the 1968
Homecoming Queen. She expresses great enthusiasm for all
the festivities and said she

6 A.M.-Midnight

nessing it in the theaters

throughout the United States.

MUSIC
SCHOLARSHIP CONCERT by Donald Mclnnis, violin, and Randolph Hokanson, piano.
SchuSonata in A minor "Arpeggione" by Tufts;
bert; Suite for Viola and Piano, Paul
120 for
and Sonata in E flat major. Opus
viola and piano by Brahms. HUB Auditorium,
tonight, 8 p.m., $1.00 non-students, 50 cents
students.
YOUTH SYMPHONY, Seattle Center Opera
House, Jan. 27, 8:30 p.m.
DRAMA
SEATTLE REPERTORY THEATRE. 'Rivals,"
tonight, 8 p.m.; Jan. 27, 2:30 and 8:30
p.m.- Jan. 28, 7 p.m.; Jan. 31, 8 p.m.
CIRQUE THEATRE, "Odd Couple," by Neil
Simons, until Feb. 10, Wednesday through
Saturday, 8:30 p.m., Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. Admission for college students, $2 on week
nights, $2.50 on weekends.
OFF-CENTER THEATRE (Lyricl, "Christopher," opens tonight, 8:30 p.m.
DISCUSSIONS, ETC.
LA RAPPORT COFFEE HOUSE, 100 West
Roy, tonight, 9 p.m., "Zoo Story" by Albe«
played by Mark Sprague and Dan Erickson,
Garfield high school students. Discussion following led by Pershing Baldwin, drama director, Garfield High. Saturday, Jan. 27, 9
p.m., "Eric Hoffer Genius or Generaliier?",
P. J. Doyle, Seattle Public Library.
Sunday, Jan. 28, 8 p.m., "Hippies The
Living New Testament'??", John Christenson,
minister, Mt. Baker Presbyterian Church.
ART
SEATTLE ART MUSEUM, until Feb. 25: rare
stone rubbings from classic Maya monuments,
and relics of the ancient Indian civiliiotion.

—

—
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Reporter Covers Interesting Stories

The Spectator Needs
Writers or Workers
Come up next week
to the 3rd floor Spec offices
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In Review: Lou Rawls

Impossible Dream' To Climax
Concert
Tradition
S.
U.
20-Year

Offers 'Rock and Soul'

By PAULA LASCHOBER
"Music
to give your musical
By JOANNE ZITO
upon
soul comfort." That's what Lou
the triple-decker throne
"The Spirit of 76"— this year's which acting governor Earl Coe Rawls said he had to give
Homecoming theme— will recall crowned Queen Catherine Mor- Wednesday night
in the Seattle
and honor the spirits of '48 and rison, the first to wear the Home- Center Opera House. Attired in
'58. The year 1948 found itself coming crown. Of filigree silver a
metallic-blue suit and "swingwith 800 rhinestones, the new
in the transitional period be- set
crown, imported from Europe, in" in the center of a pink spottween a world war and eventual was modeledafter a royalcrown light, he started the show with
settlement into peace; dynamic of Czechoslovakia.
his popular "Blues For a Sixathletic success highlighted the
Thus Seattle College began to String Guitar."
collegiateyears of 1958.
He also sang "Goin' to Chicamove with the postwar tide. Ten
The influx of World War II years flowed without ebb and go," an old blues song introveterans was of great conse- brought to 1958 a flood of action duced by Jimmy Rusher. However, he said in an aside that he
quence to Seattle College in 1948. and innovation.
One half of the 3,000 student
has "no intention of going back
body was composed of veterans.
LAUNCHING a chain reaction to Chicago for nuthin'." And the
At that time the college housing which was to permeate academ- reason was, he claimed, beconsisted of 5 renovated homes ic as well as industrial progress, cause he was born in one of
that accommodated from 40 to the Soviets sent the first Sputnik those multi-racial neighborhoods
60 students. One such dormitory into space. This race to acquire which lacked prejudice and was
was Vet's Hall, the only on- space infected Seattle Univer- classified as a high rise apartcampus dorm which sat in the sity, which gained a new 100-car ment-destitute, poverty-stricken
middle of the campus.
student parking lot at Eleventh area.
and Cherry. The William Pigott
THE FIFTIETH anniversary Building was dedicated NovemRAWLS introduced his next
of the chartering of Seattle Col- ber 3 as the "newest million- song with "Life is life, and life
lege lent itself to the '48 Aegis dollar classroom building."
will sock it to ya if you ain't
theme, and the fifteenth year of
In faculty changes, former '48 cool." Although he said it was
The Spectator was inaugurated star Joe Faccone played a new meant to have no racial overby transfer from L. A. Tower to role as baseball coach. Miss tones, the refrain, "Now what
larger offices in the newly con- Reilly was appointed to replace did Ido to be so black and blue"
structed Buhr Hall, which also Mrs. Marie Leonard, who re- had a distinct accent on "black."
became the site for many school tired after 20 years as the Uni- Later, he entered into conversation about things political, comdances.
versity's first dean of women.
menting
on Texas "where the
for
the
fuimportant
An
event
House is," and Watts with
ture of the college came when
LOOKING more like a sports White
the Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, record than a newspaper, The its "little misunderstandings;"
S.J., becamepresident of Seattle Spectator diligently carried and he didn't want to bore any
his friends and "fellow conCollege.
news of S.U.s most dramatic, of
stituents."
seamost traumatic basketball
After the introduction of S.U.s
PERHAPS the event most son. Ranked tenth at the beginthe
novelty
was
marked with
ning of the year, the team, Homecoming queen and her
forty-third annual Homecoming. under Coach John Castellani and court at intermission, variety
For the first open house since with the Chiefs' Triple Alliance, was brought into the show in the
prewar days, halls put up out- Elgin Baylor, "Sweet" Charlie person of Miss Patience Valendoor displays honoringthe Chief- Brown and Don Ogorek, ended tine. Miss Valentine belted out
tain hoopsters. Seattle College their first season-longmajor col- a variety of numbers, including
Drama Guild presented "Tour lege schedule with a 19-5 colle- "More," "Sonny" and "Alfie,"
de Force," written and pro- giate record. Helping to bring
duced by Louis Flynn. The Col- home the regional crown and
hecon Club (home economics) second berth in the NCAA tourserved refreshments in "The nament, Baylor was named most
Cave" (a smog-ridden cavern valuable player and he and
similar to our Chieftain in the Charlie Brown joined the Westlower part of the Old Science ern all-star squad.
Building), where the class of
With the same consistent style,
'48 spent much of its free the Chieftains triumphed over
time. These indoor and outdoor Gonzaga's Bulldogs in a twoBy MARY ANN FRUSHOUR
activities, arranged by co- game Homecoming romp.
College students of 1968 vintchairmen Laura Ellisand Blackage may remember their stint
ie Thomas, offered returning HONORING the class of '48, in academia by souvenirs of ulgrads a picture of college life the
fifty-third annual Homecom- cers, neuroses— and of three-day
on the postwar campus.
ing, "Gateway to the Orient" weekends. For those long imFresh spirit for the athletic recognized Seattle's important mersed in study, the prospect
department came in the forms role in "linking Orient and Occi- of this Homecoming weekend
of newly appointed director Len dent." Activities were parallel may lead to thoughts of wanton,
intoxicating dissipation during
Yardle and the just-completed
Seattle College Memorial Gym- to the '48 Homecoming, but co- the vast expanse of three days'
nasium, the third largest in the chairmen Pat Galbraith and leisure.
city. Here the Chieftains defeat- Veda Jo Vargo improved on the
One problem: money. It takes
ed St. Martin's Rangers in a 59- previous affair with increased cash to debauch; let's try workon the theory of "the best
49 homecoming game. Half-time spirit
and dynamic organization. ing
things in life are free" and see
entertainment saw the class of
The open house brought cam- what amusement is available.
1927 vie with the grads of the
1937 team. Youth had the upper pus organizations and dorms
IF YOU'RE NOT going to the
hand in this game.
into competition with skits,
plays and posters illustrating the dance, try and get a look at the
free show: stand outside the
"THE MOST LAVISH dance in
"Shangri-La." It also Olympic
Hotel between 9 and
the school's history," the Home- theme
10 p.m. and watch everyone
(Continued on page 9)
comingball, climaxed an intense
who is anyone go in. Then wander down to First Avenue and
find a centrally located manhole
and hibernate for the night.
Go fly a kite. Try Volunteer
Park some afternoon it's great!
Wander to the waterfront and
gaze longingly at some ship and

week. Civic Auditorium housed

Lou Rawls
in a swinging style which easily singing rock-and-roll; however,
matched that of Lou Rawls him- he responded that what he sings
self.
is "rock-and-soul." Undoubtedly, he touched the souls of his
WHEN RAWLS reappeared in listeners with "Love Is a Hurtin'
a velvet blue jacket, he moved Thing" and "Autumn Leaves."
slowly across the stage snap- He then enticed them down
ping his fingers until the audi- "Memory Lane," and wound up
ence joined in clapping to the the show with one of his favorbeat. He then proceeded to en- ites, "On a Clear Day," and a
trance them with his inimitable one-for-the-road blues number.
jazzy rendition of such now-gen- A lengthy ovation as Lou Rawls
eration music as "Yesterday" retired off stage proved that his
by the Beatles, and "The Shad- show was certainly the highlight
ow of Your Smile" from the
of S.U.s Homecoming entertainmovie, "The Sandpiper."
Rawls told how he was ac- ment and definitely an outstandcused of ruining his style by ing production.

Dedicated Debauchees Can Find
Thrifty Dissipation on Weekend

BROADWAY
CENTRAL FLORIST
EA 4-3600
410 BROADWAY EAST

perhaps some nice man from "Aye.' Although the cold has
the British merchant marine driven those hippies unprotected
will invite you to take a tour by layers of dirt indoors, there
Or, on a smaller scale, take are still enough of the faithful
a ferryboat ride and watch the to provide a concert in front
skyline at night. (Great view of the IdBookstore.
of the submarine races, too.)
THE WOODLAND PARK Zoo
Infiltrate the U.W. campus on
The
Monday and you can watch the is great this time of year.huge
monkeys,
missing
their
atheists, anarchists and of
ration of peanuts, will
course the latest activity on the summer
do anything for a handout. Did
you know that elephants have
Engagement and Wedding Rings
eyelashes, about a foot long?
Well, here'syour big chance for
a discovery. And I
hear Bobo's
sick; how about doing a corporal work of mercy and paying

...

—

a call?

/*j

" OPEN SUNDAY FOR YOU!

.^Jlra|i^^^F
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f"ree Dorm Delivery

" Every Type of Corsage
CALL AND YOUR
ORDER WILL BE READY

Ihave not overlooked the
prime activity of college students on these weekends; sleep
marathons Although some
claim to be able to sleep away
the entire weekend,personal observation shows hunger pangs
usually awaken the slumbering
about 2 a.m. Sunday night, when
not even Saga is available.
Some students, foreseeing this
problem, get out of bed only
for dinner.
Of course, you could always
study. There's that twenty page
paper due the next weekend.

.

For more than 20 years I have been privilged to astist Seattle U. Students
in the purchase of their Engagement and Wedding Rings.
My policy has always been and still is:
The finest precision cut Diamond at the lowest possible price.

'iiwSJwS^W

terms

Watches. Diamonds, Silverware, Cuckoo Clocks
SI2 BROADWAY EAST
EAST 4-4410
SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 98102
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To accommodate the stu-
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dents & alumni, we are
open Monday, Thursday &
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8:30 "4:3

On Campus

Kitty-Corner From the Pigott Building
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Tuesday & Wednesday
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We Get Letters
Drop Dribblers
To the editor:

May Iregister the full weight of
my opinion in support of Father
Steckler's suggestion that inter-

collegiate basketball be dropped.
Ifail to see how it can be adequately justified in terms of the
stated aims of the University.
The object and purpose of S.U. is
clearly laid out under Article Iof
Part Iof the University Statutes,
as published in the Faculty Handbook. Not only the ends of the
University are there stated, but
also the means. Nowhere in Article Ido Ifind any stated ends or
means remotely related to competitive sports. And I am in full
agreement with Article I, which
has been promulgated by the
President in consultation with the
Faculty Senate.
Stefan C. Christopher, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor
Department of Sociology

Rah Rah, Team!
To the editor:
In rebate to Fr. Steckler's article we would like to make a few
comments, we recognize that the
team has been on the road this

month, and has missed some uni-

versity classes. The individuals
criticizing the sport have evidently overlooked the fact that the
majority of these boys are not
only ball-players, but also stu-

dents.
The academic excellenceof several of the team members was entirely ignored. This year's schedule obviously wasn't the best;
next year's has been planned so
that the team will not be away
at such long intervals.
Whoever would have heard of
S.U. if it had not been for a certain sport called basketball and
certain people like Tom Workman
and Elgin Baylor? How many
people realize that S.U. has sent

more players to the pro teams
than any other school? Certainly
this does much for the reputation
of S.U. It is basketball that has
put S.U. on the map. So let's give
it a chance!
Since the team has been on the
road for almost a month, why
don't we give them a big welcome home on Thursday night?
The 1967-68 Songleaders
Patty, Barb, Addelaida,
Betsy, Ginny

'Simian Actions
To the editor:

It is impossible to describe adequately the horror, indignation
and shame I felt while reading
Kerry Webster's account of the
harassment of the Robert Brook
family and other simian acts by
the residents of Campion Tower
(Spectator, Jan. 19).
Even more incomprehensible
than the fact that such acts have
occurred is that they have been
allowed to continue with no more
fuss than apologies, financial restitution for material damage, and
"lectures" to the boys. For an in-

being associated with an institution that could breed a Campion
Tower.
Sincerely,

9

Homecoming Chairman
Distills High Spirits'

T. S. Chihara

Department of Mathematics

Nights of Terror
To the editor:

The article appearing on the
front page of last Friday's Spectator, "Dormies Terrorize Area
Family," Ithink, is a scandal to
something the students
S.u.
should surely be aware of. What
value does philosophy, theoolgy,
Christian ethics, and the like,
have when this type of behavior is
carried on by the "men" of our

—

campus?
When I read the article my
thoughts relatedback to this summer's "nights of terror" in De-

troit and Newark. The reasons
and the size of the incidents are
obviously very different, but the
behavior—? Is it not characterized by careless, thoughtless, immature thinking, with no genuine
concern for the other person
being destructive behavior rather
stitution that can become para- than constructive?
noid over an article on sex subThis same article ended by saymitted to The Spectator, we seem ing that the "University, unlike
to be taking the present situation the students, has been extremely
with a remarkable degree of cooperative" they've given fiaplomb.
nancial compensations to the
The question now is, "What do Brook family for damages. God
administration, faculty, help us if this is all they have
we do
and students (especially the done!
"nice" boys at Campion who don't
This being only one person's
throw bottles)? Do we at least opinion has that much weight, but THE SPIRIT OF "76: Manning the pumps are Homecommount a vigorous protest and de- what did you think about it?
ing committee members John Petrie (seated) and from
mand that immediate steps be
Pat Bailey
left to right Mary Anne Miller, Tim Fountain, chairman
taken to defecate the halls of
at
Senior
S.U.
Campion? Or do we plead ignorJohn Rassier, TomMcCaffrey and SusieBarrettance and join in yet another conspiracy of silence? Perhaps Iam
terest Lynne Murphy attributes
By SHERYL HENRY
becoming melodramaticbut Icantickets, which is being
not help but ask. Have we learned To the editor:
Far from the drone of daily chasing
offered
for
the first time this
even a tiny lesson from Dachau
There is but one properand just
punishment for those "boys" of class routine, the publicity di- year. Rassier added that this
and Buchenwald?
office
in
the
Chieftain
rector's
parFor myself, Isubmit this letter Campion Tower found to be
year's homecoming has been
as public acknowledgement of the ticipants in ti destructive and has been housing four frenzied, given "probably the best publiHomecoming
chairmen
mortification Ipresently feel for de-humanizing displays that have excited
city in the history of S.U." Outrecently been brought to our at- who have been planning and side
such as newspapers
tention: Immediateexpulsionfrom watchinghomecomingevents de- and sourcesstations
have helped
radio
S.U.
velop these past few weeks.
Any less punishment will fail to John Rassier,general chairman, to generate community interest
impress these fat and sassy kids, has been flanked by John Rog- inHomecoming.
or their parents. Any less punish- ers, co-chairman; John Petrie,
"This is the first year that
ment degrades the character of
have worked with
students
chairman;
Lynne
financial
and
this university.
alumni on Homecomingevents,"
Let them chase pennies like Murphy, secretarial chairman.
Murphy added. The apCampus-centeredactivities will Lynne
peasants, let them work at menial
pearance
of the 1948-1958 basketand
the
rewards"
"reap
tasks
be the focus of this year's homethe rewards they inflict regularly coming, according to Rassier. ball teams at halftime during
on their helpless "slum" neigh- Goldfish swallowing, club dis- Saturday night's game and the
alumni-sponsored cocktail party
bors. Let them fight to gain ad- plays,
and "carnival night" will for senior
mittance to some other institution
men and their dates
campus-orientin light of such expulsion and see contribute to the
that followed the game mark
atmosphere
year's
ed
of
is
all
about.
this
hopelessness
what
the bringing together of the gap
Remove the protective veil this events. "The hope is that camthat has existed in previous
these
adoprovides
for
university
pus-centeredactivities will make years
between alumni and stutrue
ignorhomecoming more intimate to
lescents. Reveal their
dents, Rassier noted.
ance and intolerable lack of prin- the students, "Rassier said.

—

—

—

Kick Them Out!

SENIORS

—

ciple.

Take such punitive action. "The
boys" may welldiscover what being a human being is all about.
John C. Vincent

ENTHUSIASM IS the best in
the history of the school the
four exclaimed. Part of this in-

THE FORUM
Is Full of Spirits
-of 76!
YOU ARE INVITED TO
ATTEND THE S.U. ALUMNI DANCE
FRIDAY EVENING, JAN. 26th
9:30 p.m. To 1:30 a.m.

I
Before & After
The University of Utah Game

A FINAL EXCITING event for
homecoming will be the dance
on Sunday. The chairmen of the
events ask that special thanks
to be given to the Council of
Jewish Women which has contributed enormous amounts of
decorationsfor the dance.
A Grecian theme carried out
with columns, stairways, and
fountains will make this dance
a fitting finale to Homecoming,
as it grandly expresses the desire of everyone in attendance.

Spirits of '48, '58
(Continued

brought to an end the two-week
beard-growing contest.
Again, the highlight of Homecoming week was the Coronation
Ball. Under the theme "Saycnara," the ball took place in the
Grand Ballroom of the Olympic
Hotel with the music of wellknown Seattle bandleader Jerry
Clough. Crowned by Governor
Rosellini,

Queen Beverly Beswick wore the court gown designed by senior home economics major Kathy Warren.
"The Spirit of 76," incorporating the Homecomings of two
decades,

—

$7.50 PER COUPLE
SEATTLE CENTER
SAN JUAN ROOMS

Good Luck Chiefs

from page 7)

will culminate with
"An Impossible Dream" Sunday, January 28 and will mirror
the spirit of 1968. We hope this
Homecoming will bear a good
time for all.
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68 Chiefs Face Utes as 48, 58 Chiefs Honored
This year's Homecominggame
will be truly a special affair.
The half-time introduction of the
'48 and '58 Chieftain teams and
the appearance of the eighthranked Utah Redskins will highlight the event.
The '48 squad played when
the Chieftain basketball program was still in its infancy. Seattle University was then Seattle College and the games were
played before raucous crowds
in S.U.s venerable gym.
The '58 team achieved the
highest standing of any S.U.
team as they went on to finish
as runners-up in the NCAA
championship tournament. Elgin "Super Chief" Baylor averaged 32.1 points a game for the
'58ers and their coach, John
Castellani.
This year's game will be sort
of a homecoming-in-reverse for
S.U. coach Bucky Buckwalter.
The Utah Redskins, whomBuck-

waiter helped coach last season,
will furnish the opposition for
Buckwalter and his Chiefs.
The Utes happen to be the
eighth-ranked team (AP poll) in
the nation as they have compiled a 14-3 record against some
pretty strong opposition. Their
three losses came at the hands
of North Carolina (3rd-ranked),
New Mexico (4th-ranked) and
Wyoming (20th-ranked).

The Redskins are a high-scor-

ing team, having topped 100
points five times this season
while averaging close to 90
points a game for the season.
Their defense has been adequate enough to allow only a
handful of teams to finish within 10 points of them and they
have allowed only 79.9 points a
game over-all.
The Utes feature an impressive starting five, the most
prominent of whom is AH-Americancandidate Mervin "The Ma-

'48 CHIEFS: Top row (1. to r.): Bill Smith,
Ronnin Harming, Dave Blakely, Bob Cummins, Earl Spangler, Elmer Spiedel. Second row: Bob Sepich, Norm Willis, Bob

Keno, Bob Hedequist. Bottow row: Hal
Rose, Gordy Davidson, Tom Redifer and
Rusty King. Len Yandle was the coach.

gician" Jackson. The 6-foot-3
guard has pushed through an
average of 23.5 points a game.
He is a difficult man to stop, indicated by the fact that he has
been fouled more than any player on the team.
He is lethal at the foul line,
as he has canned a neat 84.2 per

'68 TRIO: Jim LaCour, Dick Brenneman and Leapin' Lou
West (1. to r.), shown here in action against New Mexico, will play in tomorrow night's Homecoming game
against Utah.

cent of his attempts. The Magician is also shooting a slick 49.5
per cent from the floor.
The other Ute guard, Matt Simon, will also be a problem for
the Chiefs. Steve Looney and
Tom Little will have their hands
full with this hot duo. Jeff Ockel,
Lyndon McKay and Jim English
make up the capable Ute frontcourt.
The Utes play the U.W. tonight so that the Chiefs will
have the added incentive to play
the Utes at least as closely as
their Seattle neighbors do.However a victory over the Utes
would do the most to send the
Homecoming crowd home happy-

"THE MAGICIAN": Mervin Jackson of Utah has been
dubbed "the Magician" because of his ball handling
skills. The All-America candidate is scoring at an average of 235 points a game for the eighth-ranked Utes.
'58 CHIEFS: Back row: Charlie Brown,
Francis Saunders, Jake Stepan, Thornton
Humphries, Elgin Baylor, Jerry Frizzell,
Jude Pertrie. Front row: Don Piasecki,

Jim Harney, Lloyd Murphy, Bill Wall,
John Kootnekoff, Don Ogorek. Coaches
were John Castellani and Bob Siewarga.
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"
SU Kills Bobcats,92-82, "
Drops
Lou
THE SPECTATOR

Chambers Win
In Tuesday night intramural basketball the powerful
Chambers again blitzed to
victory as they slugged! the
Invaders, 66-22. Scott McDonald pumped in a seasonhigh 27 points for the Chambers.
In the second game the
Nads remained undefeated
by stuffing the Chiefs, 5743.
In other games the Party

West

In 33

The S.U. Chiefs broke up a cats and their great center, Jack
close game with a second half Gillespie, early in the first half.
blitz to bury the Montana State But when the half ended the
Bobcats 92-82 in last night's Chiefs had molded a six-point
game at the Coliseum. Lou West lead and went into the dressing
and Tom Little led the Chiefs room ahead 40-34.
with 33 and 23 points, respecTHE HOMECOMING court
stalked the Banchees 51-23
tively.
was introduced during the half
and the A Phi O's squeaked
The Chiefs started slowly and while the Chiefs evidently were
by the Sixth Floor 29-27.
could not shake the pesky Bob- getting a good pep talk from
Coach "Bucky" Buckwalter because the Chiefs came out in the
second half hotter than a blast
techniques Monday and Thurs- furnace as their six-point lead
By KATHI SEDLAK
exploded to a 20-point lead late
The Seattle University days from 6:15 to 7:30 p.m., and in
the game.
are
invited
to
come
kibitzers
"Squaws" began their attack all
and watch.
Little put the Chiefs rolling in
last week, and will face teams
Mrs. Green also invites every- the second half as he hit a flurfrom Seattle Pacific and West- one to join the rest of the crowd ry of his patented 20-foot jumpern Washington at 9 a.m. and 2 at the volleyball and badminton ers. John Wilkins got some key
p.m. tomorrow. Miss Catherine sessions on Mondays from 7:30 baskets, too, in this stretch.
Greene, coach of the girls' bas- to 9:30 p.m. The games are
The Chieftains had built a 12betball team, says that none of purely recreational, and any point lead (49-37) with about
girls
turning
the 15
out have part-time athelete willbe able to 17 minutes left. But Gillespie
much height and will have to find a partner or five to play hooked in a couple of quick
outhustle their opponents with with. Basketball is definitely buckets to make it 49-43 to cast
speed and accurate shooting.
outlawed during these sessions. a pall over theChieftain rooters.
Since any two girls at any
Intramural tennis is in store
HOWEVER, the Chiefs got
given time in the game can be for spring quarter. A few softagain and a lay-up by West
the back-court guards, all the ball games might alsobe played hot
players must be able to play if enough girls can get together stretched the Chieftain lead to
Jim Gardner fouled out
well offensively and defensively. with the Broadway playfield at 59-44.
trying to stop Gillespie, but Jim
The Squaws are practicing these a convenient time forall.
LaCour came in to do a reasonably good job on the Big Sky
scoring leader.
Conference
discriminating
or c mos
MAin 2-4868
West scored heavily down the
stretch to reach his total of 33
ITALIAN SPECIALTIES
points.
A basket by Leapin' Lou
sA''UL-_
PIZZAS
_3J
with about four minutes left
ORDERS TO GO
gave the Chiefs their longest
-°lead at 70-58.
The reserves took over from
there and scored the last 14
Phone: MAin 2-4868
X ITAI IA II
points for the Chiefs. Notable
59 Yesler Way
R LjismubamtJ
among these were two free
Seattle, Washington 98 104
[[p^gg~gSjgj|3j
throws by Harvey Jackson, the
fans' favorite.
QUICK SERVICE

S.U. 'Squaws' Compete Tomorrow

"
S^*^'^B]
*
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Drop Basketball?
Better Reasons Needed

By TERRY ZAREMBA
Fr. Gerard Steckler's letter, published in last Friday's Spectator,suggesting that S.U. should drop basketball, demands an answer. If you missed the letter the
first time, the following is what the chairman of the
history department had to say:
To the editor:
The Chieftains played Monday night, probably rested Tuesday, played again on Thursday, and are now resting on Friday
in order to play on Saturday. As far as Ican determine, they
are missing some university classes.
Wouldn't it be nice if we could make use of the ennui occasionedby their present 5 and 10 record, call a spade a spade,
and stop this nonsense, i.e., drop the "sport?" We could become famous, and might even join the short list of North
American universities.
The first paragraph of Fr.

Steckler's letter makes the accusation that the members of
the traveling squad (ten players
and one manager) missed university classes. There is no
doubt that these individuals did
miss some classes.
IN THE SECOND paragraph

of the letter, Father asks if
"we" (presumably meaning the
University) shouldn't cancel the
basketball program while there
is a lack of interest in it. But
Father's last statement is the
one that really stings and Ifeel
that it could and should be refuted.
I guess "we could become
famous." But then again, on the
other hand, we might not. I FR. GERARD STECKLER
maintain that the University will receive much more publicity for
much longer duration if we do retain the basketball program.
Father evidently did not care to list or define his "North
American universities." The implication of this statement is that
S.U. would automatically embellish its academic reputationif basketball were dropped.
IFAIL TO SEE a cause and effect relationship between dropping basketball and improving S.U.s academic status. If Fr. Steckler sees such a correlation, he should have delineated it.
Iwonderif Fr. Steckler would list Princeton, Harvard, University of California at Berkeley and Stanford among his "North
American universities." It should be pointed out to him that each
of these schools has an athletic program that encompasses more
WEST'S POINT total is the sports than does S.U.s program (basketball,golf, tennis, baseball
highest by a Chieftain this year. and soccer)
Italked to Fr. Steckler last Friday concerning his letter. He
Lou hit 11 of 18 field goal attempts and 11 of 13 from the informed me that he considered himself an "academician."That's
charity stripe.
nice. Tomorrow evening Fr. Steckler can read a good book or go
Besides Little with 23, only to the opera or do whatever academicians do on Saturday night.
But Ifeel that those students, faculty members, alumni and
John Wilkins with 11 reached
double figures for the Chiefs.
other basketball fans who have enjoyed Chieftain basketball for
Gillespie had 29 for the Cats. so many years should have the privilege extended.
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Rowers to Petition Athletic Board

S.U.s crew coach Jim Gard- igently for three years to have sity letters while at the same
iner (not to be confused with rowing made a varsity sport. time remaining financially indeChieftain basketballerJim Gard- However S.U.s athletic depart- pendent of the athletic departner) has just been named co- ment has balked at the idea be- ment.
The crewmen plan to have a
manager of the United States cause of financial consideraHomecoming display, according
Olympic rowing team. This ap- tions.
pointment lends considerable
At the next meeting of the to Gardiner. The Crew Associaprestige to the S.U. Crew Asso- athletic board (scheduled for tion is still in serious financial
early February) the Crew Asso- straits and in order to finance
ciation.
Gardiner, who volunteers the ciation is planning to put before the shell that they are presently
time that he spends tutoring the the board a proposal to make using the rowers have launched
rowers, has been attempting dil- the rowers eligible to earn var- a campaign to sell decals.

Welcome Home Alumni

Mentor Cla2&
Pat Healy
Pres.

Junior Class
Tom Hughes
Pres.

SopLmore CL*

FRESHMAN CLASS

Steve Conroy

John McLean
Pres.

Pres.
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Official Notices

Seniors and graduate students
who plan to graduate in June
must file an application for degree with the registrar's office
by February 16. Applications for
degrees will be issued only upon
presentation of receipt from the
treasurer's office indicating that
the graduation fee (bachelor's
$20, master's, $45) has been paid.
Mary Alice Lee

Students who have incompletes and return the card to the regisfrom fall quarter, 1967, must offi- trar's office. Incomplete removal
cially remove the "I" by Febru- cards bearing the grades will not
1. The incomplele removal be accepted from students.
To be considered official, the
rds must be obtained from the
Registrar, the removal fee of $5 incomplete removal card is to be
paid at the treasurer's office, the
filed in the registrar's office by
class work completed and the removal card submitted to the in- February 1, or the grade of "E"
structor before the deadline. The
will automatically be entered on
instructor will enter the grade the student's records.

Registrar

Friday, January 26, 1968

Classified

SMOKE SIGNALS

MISCELLANEOUS
THESES, ttrm papers on IBM electric
typewriter. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-2423.

TYPING: 3 pages $1.00. MA 3-1461.

Monday
Hike to Heybrook Lookout in
Stevens Pass area. Eight miles
round trip. 1700 ft. elev. Cars
leave at 8:30 a.m., $1.

Spectator Classifieds Tuesday
At 6c per word, your most
economical salesman.

Writer's Club, 7:309- p.m.,Xavier Lounge.

Join the Lively-ones in "Spirit of 76'
,^TUfi
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PSI

"Professional Business Fraternity"

JEANNE^iIE.

JOHN MONAHAN, PRES.

PRES.

REDSKIN 'EM ALIVE, CHIEFS!

%jl|f

The National Society

of
SCABBARD AND BLADE

QPTRTT^
OITIXVIIO

m^

■HONORARY MILITARY SOCIETY"

-Hoogerwerf.
Dave
-^

Pt©S.

Michael J. Dolan Pres-

Sntercollesiate **&*

GAffIMA S|GMA pH|

WIGWAM CHAPTER

BERNIE CLAYTON
PRES.

Jim Swain
Pres.

students

Seattle University
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b4 Relatively speaking, there are two sure fire ways
to success: 1) Be a famous scientist 2) Make friends
with a good bank.

BEACH BOYS }
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IN CONCERT
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TICKETS AT BON MARCHE OUTLETS
AND CAMPUS MUSIC
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'--hake hands with NBofC. Open an NBofC Special Check-

'"

8 ftccount No minimum balance require-J. No tegular
IM
I j monthly charges. Pay only a clime a check
when you
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